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Abstract— A smart charger is a device that can charge a 

mobile or battery with the required voltage and current 

ratings. It can also use as a power supply for different 

applications. The required voltage and current ratings for 

mobile, battery or a system are detected and required ratings 

are adjusted automatically. The different mobiles have 

different voltage and current ratings for charging and they 

have fixed or company specified chargers. The charger 
specified to a mobile can be used to charge another mobile 

but charging time required by the mobile will be more 

compared to the specified charger. This charger adjusts the 

voltage and current ratings required by the mobile 

automatically. The same scenario applies to batteries. This 

charger manages to adjust for the required V and I ratings 

and the same thing applies for the different systems. This 

charger supplies a different voltage and current required by 

the system or battery. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The chargers are most important to charge the mobile, 

battery and other systems. Every mobile, battery or a system 

have their specified chargers. The manufacturer specified 

chargers must be used to charge the devices. But the 

different mobile, battery or system have different charging 

voltage and current ratings. A single charger cannot be used 

to charge these because of the fixed V-I ratings. 
To overcome this problem associated with chargers 

having fixed V- I ratings we are proposing the “Smart 

Charger”. i.e. charger with self-adjusting output. These 

chargers can change output V-I ratings as per the 

requirements of the mobile, battery or system. That means 

these chargers can gather data automatically based on 

requirement and changes the output V-I ratings as per the 

requirement. The present companies manufacture a fixed 

charger for an application that cannot be used for different 

applications. 

The proposed system is designed in such a way that 
it can be used for different applications. This charger has 2 

modes namely 1.mobile charging mode 2.battery/system 

supply mode. 

When the charger is in mobile charging mode it 

charges the mobile according to the required V-I ratings 

automatically. The charger senses the required ratings by the 

data sent by the mobile application which is installed on the 

mobile. The mobile application sends the data related to V-I 

ratings to the microcontroller which is inside the charger. 

The microcontroller reads the data from the mobile 

application and processes the raw data and adjust the output. 

When the charger is in the battery/system supply 
mode, the charger changes the V-I ratings required by the 

battery/system automatically. The V-I ratings of the 

battery/system are sensed by the 2 resistors mounted on 

them. The resistance of one resistor corresponds to the 

voltage required to the system and another for current. The 

value of 2 resistors determines the V-I ratings in this mode 

and the microcontroller reads the data from the mobile 

application and processes the raw data and adjusts the 

output. 

A. Problem Statement 

The present chargers are designed for fixed output V-I 

ratings. A charger having a fixed rating cannot be used for 

different applications. In the case of the mobile charger, 

different mobiles have different V-I ratings for charging. 

The mobile charger specified to a mobile can be used to 

charge another mobile but the time taken to complete the 

charge is more. The charger which is not specified by the 

mobile manufacturer may damage the mobile because of the 
different V-I ratings. 

For a battery or a system also V-I ratings are 

different. A single fixed charger cannot work to charge the 

different battery or supply the system and it is harmful to 

battery/system and charger as well. 

B. Objective 

This project presents the new and innovative “smart 

charger” for mobiles, batteries, and systems by providing 

the self-adjusting output as per the requirements and it 

supports the different mobiles, batteries, and systems. This 

proposed system relies on the variable output charger. 

C. Proposed Model 

 
Fig. 1: Proposed Model 

D. Comparison between Normal and Smart Charger 

In normal charger voltage and current ratings were fixed and 

in case of smart charger, we can vary. 

The smartphone will get damaged in times of over 

current, or over voltage, or temperature. This problem can 

be overcome by using a smart charger that has an auto 

disconnect function while the normal charger not has this 

feature. 

The smart charger can also be used as a battery 

charger, whereas this feature not available in the normal 

charger. 

The smart charger used like power supply to other 
devices while normal charger lacks this feature.  
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II. MPLEMENTATION 

A. Algorithm Design 

The algorithm is designed to adjust the output voltage and 

current rating of the charger. 

 
Fig. 3: Flow Chart 

The first microcontroller initializes the LCD, SPI Library 

and GPIOs. 

If the charger is in mobile charging mode, then 

microcontroller performs the following functions 

 Disable the output 

 Enable OTG  

 Read the mobile data 

 Adjust the digital pot 

 Disable OTG 

 Enable the output 

Else microcontroller checks for battery/System 

supply mode. If it is TRUE, then it performs the following 

functions in a sequential manner 

 Diable output 

 Read the sense resistance 

 Adjust the digital pot  

 Enable the output 

After completion of the above conditions then it 

enters the infinite loop. In infinite loop microcontroller 

checks for following conditions 

 overvoltage 

 over temperature  

 over current 

If anyone of the above conditions is true the 
microcontroller will display WARNING message, Disable 

the output and wait till condition become FALSE. Functions 

inside the infinite loop are repeated continuously until we 

reset the system 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The devloped prototype is tested and analyzed. The outputs 

are as shown in the figures 

A. USB Serial Terminal  

 
Fig. 4: USB Serial terminal 

Serial USB Terminal is a line-oriented terminal /console app 
for microcontrollers, Arduino and other devices with a serial 

/ UART interface connected with a USB to serial converter 

to your device. 

To connect USB to serial converters, your device 

must support USB OTG. USB host mode. Most devices 

support this today, but in case of issues check with one of 

the various USB test apps, if host mode is enabled. 

USB Serial terminal used to select the desired 

current and voltage ratings. 

B. Output voltage and Current Ratings 

 
Fig. 5: output voltage and current ratings 

The above fig.5 shows the output voltage and current ratings 

of the smart charger. Initially, we select the required voltage 

and current ratings by using a mobile application known as 

serial terminal, then the output of the serial terminal is given 

to the microcontroller input which sets the voltage and 

current ratings according to the input given by the serial 

terminal. 
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C. Over Temparature Warning 

 
Fig. 6: Over temparature warning 

The above fig.6 shows an over-temperature warning when 

system temperature crosses its limit over a 60° it will 

display a warning message. 

D. Over Voltage Warning 

 
Fig. 7: Over voltage warning 

The above fig.7 shows overvoltage warning when the 

system crosses the predefined output voltage level, then 

automatically output of the system is disabled. 

E. Over Current Warning 

 
Fig. 8: Over current warning 

The above fig.8 shows over current warning when the 

system crosses predefined output current level, then 

automatically output of the system is disabled. 

IV. FUTURE SCOPE AND CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed a smart charger for charging 

different divices with required voltage and current ratings. 

This charger can change output V-I ratings as per the 

requirements of the mobile, battery or system. That means 

these chargers can gather data automatically based on 

requirement and changes the output V-I ratings as per the 

requirement. The present companies manufacture a fixed 

charger for an application that cannot be used for different 

applications. 

Experiments showed that using normal specified 
cahrger to charge other devices coused slow charging 

problems and also affected battery life. A single charger 

cannot be used to charge all divices because of the fixed 

voltage and current ratings. In order to overcome this 

problem associated with chargers having fixed voltage and 

current ratings we are proposing the “Smart Charger”. i.e. 

charger with self-adjusting output. 
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